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Modulation in Telemetry
Chapter 3
Introduction
Relative to low power signal transmission, not only must an engineer be able to understand
standard modulation concepts, but he/she must also be familiar with telemetry systems and the
way information appears in both its intended and unintended forms. This paper describes generic
modulation concepts as they are normally understood in the standard transmission of
communication signals.
Definitions
Several terms are regularly used in modulation theory. Since some of the definitions appear
to be circular in that terms used in one definition are themselves defined using the other
definition -- e.g., carrier and modulation -- the standard Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers (IEEE) definitions have been augmented with some clarifications.
CARRIER: A wave having at least one characteristic that may be varied from a known
reference value by modulation.
The carrier frequency, f c , is normally the frequency to which a receiver is
tuned in order to extract modulation. In broadcast communications, f c is much
higher than the modulation frequency, f m . This is, however, not always true as in
the case of powerline communications where f m > f c .
COMPLEX MODULATION: Any combination of modulation techniques applied to a single
carrier.
Complex modulation may be achieved by imposing multiple modulation
techniques on a single carrier, as in quadriture phase shift key - amplitude
modulation (QPSKAM) and the use of the FM carrier for both the FM modulation
and the subsidiary communication authorization (SCA) modulation, or by using a
succession of modulated carriers to modulate a higher level carrier, as in Bell
System frequency domain multiplexing (FDM). Unintentional complex
modulation is also frequently the result of poor filtering and unintended feedback
loops.
MODULATION: The process by which some characteristic of a carrier is varied in
accordance with a modulating wave.
As discussed below, there are only three ways the carrier can be
modulated: amplitude (AM), frequency (FM), and phase (PM).
MULTIPLEX: To interleave or simultaneously transmit two or more messages on a single
channel.
The two most common forms of multiplexing are time domain multiplex
(TDM) and frequency domain multiplex (FDM). Multiplexing only occurs
intentionally.
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Figure 3-1 Fixed Reference Vector

Standard modulation concepts
Figure 3-1 is a vectoral representation of an instantaneous modulated signal. Mathematically,
this signal is described by:
s(t) = A(t) cos[ù c t + ö(t)]

(1)

where A(t) ≡ the envelope of the modulated carrier
ùc
≡ the angular frequency of the carrier
ö(t) ≡ the modulated phase.

Modulation can generally be considered to take one of three forms:
1.

Amplitude Modulation (AM) in which the signal amplitude is varied by the modulating
signal while the phase remains unchanged:
s AM (t) = A c [1 + x(t)] cos ù c t

where

(2)

Ac
≡ the envelope of the unmodulated carrier
x(t) ≡ the time varying modulation.

The simplest way to achieve AM is to add the carrier and the modulation in an amplifier.
Typical AM receivers operate on the principle of envelope detection, in which the
receiver responds to variations in the peak amplitude of the RF signal without regard to
minor changes in the carrier frequency.
2.

Angle modulation in which the carrier amplitude remains unchanged while the phase is
varied by the modulation:
s a (t) = A c cos [ù c t + ö(t)].

(3)
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Pure angle modulation receivers amplify and clip the received signal before demodulation.
They then track the phase or frequency variations of the signal with respect to the frequency of a
reference oscillator.
Angle modulation is accomplished in two forms:
a.

Frequency Modulation (FM) in which the frequency deviation of the carrier is
proportional to the message signal:
t
s FM (t) = A c cos [ù c t + k f ⌠ x(ô) dô]
⌡
-∞

(4)

where
k f ≡ the frequency deviation constant.

FM is easily achieved by varying the voltage across a Voltage Controlled
Oscillator (VCO).
b.

Phase Modulation (PM) in which the phase deviation of the carrier is proportional
to the message signal:
s PM (t) = A c cos [ù c t + k p x(t)]

(5)

where
k p ≡ the phase deviation constant.

Analog PM is essentially a phase shifted FM. Digital PM usually requires discrete
phase shifters and switches to select the desired output phases.
3.

Some combination of 1 and 2 above:
s(t) = A c [1 + x(t)] cos [ù c t + ö(t)].

(6)

Figure 3-2 compares AM,
FM, and PM for simple analog
and digital modulating signals.
Note that for analog
modulating signals, the
difference between FM and
PM is essentially a phase shift
of the modulator. For digital
modulators, however, the
resulting FM and PM signals
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Figure 3-2 AM, FM, and PM Modulation

are significantly different.
Figure 3-3 illustrates simple techniques for accomplishing each type of modulation. Note that
both AM, FM, and analog PM can occur easily in normal circuits using amplifiers and
oscillators. Digital PM is much more difficult to generate and almost never occurs
unintentionally.

Figure 3-3 Simple Modulation Techniques for AM, FM, and PM.

Measurement Tools
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 represented the results in the time domain, as they would be seen on an
oscilloscope. The oscilloscope gives the observer a good presentation of the amplitude variations
of a signal over some small finite period of time. Unfortunately, it is usually incapable of
providing a reliable depiction of a signal's instantaneous frequency (f), or its time analog: wave
period (p). When directly observing AM, one can often freeze the carrier sine wave on the
display, measure the period, and calculate the frequency (f = 1/p). When directly observing FM
or PM, it is usually extremely difficult to freeze the signal so that the time variation of frequency
and instantaneous frequency can be measured. The frequency bandwidth of the oscilloscope is
usually fixed and the user cannot accurately measure signals with components whose frequency
is greater than that bandwidth.
A spectrum analyzer can be used to view the same signals in the frequency domain. It
displays signal amplitude versus frequency. Normally the spectrum analyzer is allowed to scan
slowly across a band of frequencies. In this way, it will display nearly the peak signal amplitude
at each of the signal's component frequencies. (The ideal spectrum analyzer would have nearly
zero bandwidth so that it would display each component frequency with no variation. Real
receivers, however, have some finite bandwidth and display the vector sum of the frequencies
within that passband at any given time.) The typical commercially available spectrum analyzer
cannot simultaneously display, or measure, the time variation of a signal at each of its component
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frequencies. In its fixed frequency mode, the spectrum analyzer displays signal amplitude versus
time in a narrow band of frequencies as determined by the analyzer's bandwidth setting. The
maximum receiver bandwidth of a spectrum analyzer is usually less than the minimum
bandwidth of an inexpensive oscilloscope.
A third instrument frequently used in signal analysis is a frequency selective voltmeter
(FSVM). While it is not identical to a spectrum analyzer, the differences are beyond the scope of
this paper.
Spectrum Analysis
When two frequencies, f 1 and f 2 , are mixed in a nonlinear junction, such as a diode or
transistor, the resulting output signals consist of all the following:
a.
b.
c.

the two fundamental frequencies: f 1 and f 2
all the harmonics of both fundamentals: 2f 1 , 2f 2 , 3f 1 , 3f 2 , 4f 1 , 4f 2 ,....
all the intermodulation frequencies: f 1 ± f 2 , f 1 ± 2f 2 , 2f 1 ± f 2 ,...., mf 1 ± nf 2 , ....,
where m and n are integers and -∞ < m,n < ∞.

The amplitude of each of these mixing products is a function of the amplitude of the two input
signals and certain properties of the mixer. Figure 3-4 illustrates the effect.
By carefully filtering the modulator output, the radio frequency (RF) engineer can restrict the
emission spectrum to only those frequencies necessary to convey the message. Most RF systems,
even accidental mixers, contain some inherent filtering which naturally limits the output
spectrum.

Figure 3-4 Frequency Domain Representation of Intermodulation

If f 1 >> f 2 , the usual situation in intentional RF communications, the RF engineer can easily
band limit the system so that it transmits only a narrow band of frequencies of the form: f 1 + nf 2 ,
where n is an integer and -∞ < n < ∞. This is normally the situation for RF communications.
Normal AM, in which the modulation is a single tone, f m , contains only three frequencies: f c , f c
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+ f m , and f c - f m . If the modulation is complex, such as voice or music, the side tones, f c ± f m ,
will become sidebands. This spectrum is shown in Figure 3-5. The spectrum resulting from
analog FM or PM is much more complex than AM and the number of mixing components in the
sidebands is a function of the modulation index as discussed below.

Figure 3-5 Spectrum for an AM Signal

Modulation Index
AMPLITUDE MODULATION a
As shown above the instantaneous AM signal can be described as
s AM (t) = A c [1 + x(t)] cos ù c t = A(t) cos ù c t

(2)

where x(t) = m a cos ù m t
and
A c cos ù c t ≡ unmodulated carrier signal.
The AM modulation index, m a , is defined as
[A(t)] max - [A(t)] min
m a = _____________________
[A(t)] max + [A(t)] min .

(7)

If s AM (t) is the transmitted signal, it can be shown that b
ST = SC + SCSM

where

S C = A c 2/2 ≡ Carrier Power
S M ≡ [x avg (t)]2

(8)
(9)
(10)

f

For purposes of this discussion, x(t) ≤ 1. If x(t) > 1, the AM signal becomes overmodulated and Ac contains higher order modulation
products. This is similar to the condition that would occur if x(t) describes a complex modulation. AM modulation index is usually measured
using simple sine wave modulation to eliminate such confusion. As will be seen later, this constraint does not apply to the modulation index for
angle modulation.
b
Shanmugam, K. Sam, Digital and Analog Communication Systems, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1979, pp 265-6.
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S C S M ≡ Modulation Power

If x(t) is a sinewave, then
SM

ma2
≡ [x avg (t)]2 = ____
2

(11)

The reader will note in Figure 3-5 that the modulation power is equally distributed into two
sidebands; therefore, the power in each sideband is:
SS

A c 2[x avg (t)]2
= _____________
4

(12)

Equation (12) shows that the maximum power in either sideband is half of the carrier power.
AM is the simplest form of linear (amplitude) modulation and is the form normally found in
unintentional modulation and propagation situations. Other forms are:
Double Sideband (DSB) which appears similar to AM but without the carrier,
Single Sideband (SSB) which has only one sideband and no carrier, and
Vestigal Sideband (VSB) which has one sideband greatly attenuated.
Digital AM is a special case of linear AM in which the instantaneous amplitude, x(t), is
constrained to a finite number of discrete values, such as pulse modulation, On-Off Keying
(OOK), or amplitude shift keying (ASK).
Figure 3-6 shows both the
time domain and frequency
domain representations of a
rectangular pulse train. The
spectrum and the pulse train
have several characteristic
features:

Figure 3-6 Time and Frequency Domain Representations of a
Rectangular Pulse

Pulse Width (PW, T) -- the
length of time the pulse is
ON. The frequency
described by the inverse
pulse width (1/PW) is the
frequency distance between
spectral nulls. The main lobe
of the spectrum is 2/PW wide
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with its peak at f c (0 Hz if the pulse is not modulating a carrier). This is the minimum
receiver bandwidth for accurate demodulation of the pulse.
Pulse Repetition Rate (PRR), (also pulse repetition freqency [PRF]) -- the number of
pulses transmitted in one second. This frequency represents the separation between the
discrete spectral lines in the pulse spectrum. The time from the start of one pulse to the
start of the next pulse is the pulse repetition interval (PRI), PRI = 1/PRF = ô.
ANGLE MODULATION
As previously shown the angle modulated signal can be represented by
s a (t) = A c cos [ù c t + ö(t)]

(3)

k p x(t)

for PM

(13)

where ö(t) =
kf

t
⌠ x(ô) dô
⌡
-∞

for FM

(14)

If x(t) = A M cos ù m t where A M is the magnitude of the modulating signal,

then

k p A M cos ù m t

for PM

(15)

kfAM
____ sin ù m t
ùm

for FM

(16)

ö(t) =

Equations (15) and (16) show that for tone modulation, PM and FM have essentially the same
form but with a 90o phase shift. Therefore, for either we could write
s a (t) = A c cos [ù c t + â sin (ù m t + ä)]
kpAM
where

for PM

(18)

â =
kfAM
____
ùm

for FM

-ð/2
and

(17)

(-90o )

(19)

for PM

(20)

for FM

(21)

ä =
0
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â is the modulation index for angle modulation and has meaning ONLY for tone
modulation.
To find the spectrum of s(t), we can represent it as a Fourier series
∞
s a (t) = A c Ó J n (â) cos [(ù c + nù n )t]
n = -∞

(22)

where J n (â) are Bessel functions of the first kind. Figure 3-7 shows a plot of the values of
J n (â) for J 0 (â) and the first 12 sidebands. Once â is known, enter the graph in Figure 7 with a
vertical line at that value and extract the values of J n (â) intersecting the vertical line. [J -n (â) = (1)n J n (â).] These values are also provided in tabular form in many mathematics and engineering
handbooks.

Figure 3-7 Plot of Bessel Functions of the First Kind as a Function of â. (From P. F. Panter,
Modulation, Noise, and Spectral Analysis, Fig. 7-3, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1965.)

The spectrum has the following components:

1.
2.

The carrier, f c , (f = 2ðù)
An infinite set of sidebands at f c ± nf m .

Figure 3-8 shows the composition of an FM signal. In order to band limit the transmitted
signal, the RF engineer usually limits the number of sidebands which will give ≥ 98% of the
available power as determined by the inequality:
½[J 0 (â)]2 + [J 1 (â)]2 + [J 2 (â)]2 + ... ≥ 0.49.

(23)

Digital angle modulation appears distinctly different from analog angle modulation in the
frequency domain. Digital FM, such as frequency shift keying (FSK), and digital FDM, appears
as a series of pulse modulation spectra centered
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Figure 3-8 - Composition of an FM signal into sidebands. (From P. F. Panter, Modulation, Noise, and
Spectral Analysis, Fig. 7-3, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1965.)

Figure 3-9 Spectrum of a Single Frequency Pulse

DIGITAL ANGLE MODULATION
In the frequency domain, digital angle modulation appears distinctly different from analog
angle modulation. The basic unit for both digital FM and PM is the ASK rectangular pulse
discussed above. Figure 3-9 shows the spectrum of a pulse whose data rate, frequency, is r b I the
single bit rate. A receiver bandwidth of 2r b will obviously capture 90% of the energy in the pulse.
The only way to increase the data rate is to increase the bit rate, which increase the signal
bandwidth proportionately.
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Phase Shift Keying (PSK)
When digital PM, or phase shift
keying (PSK), is monitored with a
spectrum analyzer, its pulse
spectrum is nearly identical to the
rectangular pulse shown in Figure 310 and the necessary receiver
bandwidth remains at 2r b. Using
phase modulation, one can increase
the data rate without increasing the
bandwidth by sending a parallel bit
stream, or MPSK, where M denotes
the number of possible states at any
instance. (QPSK, quadrature PSK,
Figure 3-10 Composite FSK Pulse and Component Bit Pulses for fd
has four orthogonal states; 8PSK has = rb/2
eight states each separated by 450;
etc.) The number of bits in each transmitted word, byte, is half the possible number of states. One
further enhancement is achieved by adding ASK to the MPSK, normally referred to as
MPSKAM. If the modulating data is essentially a random bit stream, the resulting pulse spectrum
will have no line spectrum but will appear as a pulse of random noise. MPSK schemes have
found great popularity in the last decade because of their ability to pass very large quantities of
data over the extremely limited telephone bandwidths. Modulator-demodulators (modems)
designed for 64 PSK and higher are commercially available. Such a device can handle data at 32
times that of binary ASK using the same bandwidth.
Digital FM
Digital FM, or frequency shift keying (FSK), appears as a pair of pulse modulation spectra
centered about the carrier frequency. The frequency separation between the individual frequency
maxima away from the carrier, f d is arbitrarily chosen by the designer. Normally this decision is
based on the available bandwidth and the-ability of the demodulator to distinguish between
frequencies. Figure 10 shows the spectra for the component bit pulses and the resulting FSK
pulse when using f d = r b /2. The reader will note that at this frequency dispersion, the effective
BW is still approximately 2r b and the probability of distinguishing between the two bits is good.
The amplitude of the composite pulse is proportional to the sum of the amplitudes of the
component pulses.
Figure 3-11 shows the power spectral densities, psd, for several different FSK frequency
dispersions and a single pulse. A little inspection shows that only a small increase in bandwidth
is necessary for f < 0.7r b and a bandwidth of 4r b will contain f d = r b . All of these FSK schemes
suffer the same problem: they only transmit data at the bit rate, r b , and they require more
sophisticated modulators and demodulators than binary ASK.
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Figure 3-11 Power Spectral Densities for Several FSK Signals Relative to a Single
Pulse

A solution to the FSK problem is frequency domain multiplexing, FDM, using binary ASK.
For the two-tone examples shown in Figure 3-11, the result is a doubling of the data rate using
essentially the same equipment and bandwidth. Each extra tone, channel, adds another
simultaneous bit and a proportional increase in bandwidth. Even greater efficiencies can be
achieved if MPSK modulates the tone rather than ASK.
SPREAD SPECTRUM
Spread spectrum commonly is used to refer to any signaling technique that uses more spectral
bandwidth than that actually required to transfer the information. The most common spread
spectrum techniques are FDM and frequency agile radar. FDM uses multiple narrow bandwith
channels each with its own preassigned carrier frequency (subcarrier) to modulate a single carrier
for simultaneous transmission of a wide bandwidth signal. In FDM, the carrier frequency remains
constant and the multiplexing allows for efficient spectrum utilization. Frequency agile radar
changes its carrier frequency periodically in order to enhance targets or to avoid detection by the
enemy. At any instance the radar is only using a narrow bandwidth, but over a short period, it
will appear to be occupying a very wide bandwidth.
Much public attention has been focused on "spread spectrum communications." This term has
been used to refer to a new class of military and civilian communications systems that do not
remain on a fixed channel, but jump-about in some seemingly random fashion. Some, such as
cellular telephone, remain on a given channel for the entire period of a communication, but
change frequency when they change cells or at the start of a new communication. Other systems,
mostly still experimental, change frequency frequently within a communication, similar to
frequency agile radar. The theory for these systems is that they only use a particular frequency for
a very short period; therefore, they cause very little interference to the regularly assigned user. By
operating in short bursts on many frequencies, the system is able to use an entire operating band
without significantly degrading the service to any of the current users. Additionally, if the
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individual frequency bursts are very short, it is virtually impossible to "lock-on" to the spread
spectrum user to determine its location or listen to its transmissions.
Pulse Modulation Measurements with Osci11oscopes
Pulse modulation is widely used in data-communications and electronic warfare
applications. Both resolutions in radar and transmission rates in communications are
improved as modulation rates become faster. Currently, pulse modulation is being combined
with other forms of modulation to enhance both system performance and efficiency. However,
as pulse rates improve, it becomes increasingly more difficult to find equipment capable of
accurately characterizing or verifying the performance of the pulse modulation system,
especially when classified signals are involved. This paper describes equipment requirements
and responses necessary to identify pulse modulation signals.
Pulse Modulation/Demodulation
All critical pulse modulation performance measures are time domain characteristics. As
shown in Figure 3-12, time parameters and level parameters completely characterize the
waveform.
In the past, a high speed pulse demodulator was required in order to view the pulse shape on
an analog scope, pulse trained engineers were needed to interpret the Waveform displayed. The
pulse demodulator contained a fast detector to indicate when a pulse was present, plus a
difficult to build 1inear modulator that could accurately reproduce the shape of the pulse.
Parasitic capacitance, detector /load capacitance, broadband video amps, and the detectors
square law region all contributed to make recognizing a signal difficult.

Figure 3-12 Time Domain Pulse Characteristics
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If pulse modulation is combined with frequency or phase modu1ation, the problem of
identifying a signal becomes even more complicated. The demodulator and any preamplifiers
must have minimal phase-modulation-to-amplitude modulation conversion, which rules out
tunable amplifiers and filters. Filters with good transient response are required to avoid
distorting the pulse edges. Also, the measurement system must have the same sensitivity at all
carrier frequencies used, giving it better performance characteristics than the unit to be tested.
Digitizing Oscilloscopes
A digitizing osci11oscope demodulates the pulse-modulation envelope directly without any
additional hardware. This is accomplished by digitizing the RF signal directly in its envelope
mode. The scope demodulates an RF burst by reproducing the waveform's envelope. As the
waveform is sampled, each of the acquired points are time tagged via repetitive sampling and
compared with any previously stored points of the same time reference. If the latest sample is
greater than the corresponding maximum or less than the minimum, the appropriate memory is
updated to reflect the new extreme.
Repetitive samplers are characterized by having an analog bandwidth that exceeds their
sample rate. Digital scopes usually use a sample and hold circuit prior to the A/D converter.
This gives the relatively low-speed A/D converter time to digitize fast- slew- rate signals.
Repetitive samplers reconstruct the signal basically by taking multiple looks at a waveform.
If the RF is not phase-locked to the modulation signal, the envelope is detected, since a
sample eventually is acquired on both a minimum and maximum peak for each of the time
references stored previously. Therefore, while using the envelope mode, aliasing or frequency
hopping does not distort the waveform, because the minimum and maximum valued contain
the information needed to reproduce the envelope. Within the envelope, we are not concerned
with the relative phase of the signal, only the amplitude extremes.
Signals that are very close in phase to the sample clock or that have been under sampled
may be reproduced incorrectly by a digitizing system. Two samples per period are required to
prevent under sampling, which limits the maximum single-shot analog bandwidth to half the
sampling frequency. Therefore, the effective sample frequency, defined as the reciprocal of
the timing resolution, must be considered. As long as the signal to be digitized remains below
ha1f the effective sampling frequency, then no aliasing occurs.
Output Results
The upper trace produced by envelope-mode digitization corresponds to the output of an
ideal positive peak detector, with the lower trace corresponding to the output of a negative
peak detector. Once stored in the digital scopes memory, the scopes waveform math functions
and measurement routines can be utilized. Twice the mean (no divide by two capabilities) of
the upper and 1ower envelopes is the video feed through, found by having the oscilloscope
add the two traces together.
The modulation drive signal is the fast trigger source. Using it allows the pulse delay to be
measured when looking at communications and EW systems. This allows the digital
oscilloscope to accurately measure rise-and-fall time, overshoot, pulse width, pulse- repetition
frequency, and peak-to-peak voltage. With markers, functions, and special measure
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commands, the scope can also find the settled carrier level, settling time, pu1se delay, on/off
ratio, and video feedthrough.
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